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EDITOR’S NOTE: The Doolittle Raid generated a huge amount of publicity in the
national press while also serving as a catalyst to bring America out of a feeling of
defeatism following what seemed to be unstoppable Japanese victories. Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo came about in an unusual manner. Recovering from a second amputa-
tion and numerous facial reconstruction surgeries, Ted Lawson met newspaper colum-
nist Bob Considine. This was during January 1943 and a deal was soon struck to cre-
ate a book with an extremely catchy title. The two men were staying at the Mayflower
Hotel in Washington, DC, and Considine, who was known for his ability to create
articles and books in the shortest amount of time, crashed out the manuscript in four
nights and two days. However, the men had to get approval for the story to be pub-
lished. This was done when the War Department released further information on the

Raid during April 1943, the second anniversary of the event. The pop-
ular Collier’s magazine serialized the story through six issues from 22
May to 26 June 1943. Sales skyrocketed and it was soon followed by
the hardbound book, which became an immediate bestseller. The
book, of course, would lead to the film and details of that are
explained in our story.

THE DOOLITTLE RAID WOULD LEAD TO THE
PRODUCTION OF ONE OF THE MOST-POPULAR

MOVIES TO COME
OUT OF THE 

SECOND WORLD WAR

BY BRUCE
ORRISS

Dramatic “launch” scene as a
B-25C runs up its Wright R-2600s

inside a studio sound stage — the noise must have
been phenomenal. The portion of “aircraft carrier”
created by studio carpenters and workmen was
extremely accurate. Note the one-dimensional Mitchells to
the right. Studio artists added touches of paint to give them depth.

Spencer Tracy, playing Lt. Col. Doolittle, lectures his crew on the
mission to Japan.

Looking at a projection
screen, actors watch as a
Mitchell is raised onto the
carrier deck.Few Hollywood films coming out

of the WWII-era approximated
the documentary form as well as
MGM’s aerial epic Thirty Seconds

Over Tokyo, released in November
1944. The film is a vivid account of the
preparation, execution, and aftermath of
the Doolittle Raid

The story begins in early February
1942, as Lt. Ted Lawson (Van Johnson)
and his crew, copilot Lt. Dean
Davenport (Tim Murdock), navigator
Lt. Charles McClure (Don DeFore),
bombardier Lt. Bob Cleaver (Gordon
McDonald), and gunner Cpl. David
Thatcher (Robert Walker) join 23 other
handpicked B-25 flight crews at Eglin
Field, Florida, to prepare for the upcom-
ing Raid. For three arduous weeks, the
men concentrate on perfecting their low-
level flying skills and short field takeoffs.
Commanding Officer Lt. Col. Jimmy
Doolittle (Spencer Tracy) cautions the
fliers that secrecy is of the utmost impor-
tance and to refrain from even guessing
about their target. From Eglin Field, the
group proceeds to Alameda, California,
where their B-25s are loaded on board
the aircraft carrier USS Hornet. Once at
sea, Doolittle gathers the crews together
and announces their pri-
mary target is Tokyo,
with secondaries at Yo-

kohoma, Nagoya, Kobe, and Osaka. A
few days later, an unexpected encounter
with an enemy picket boat forces the
premature takeoff of the bombers. Led
by Doolittle, the 16  B-25s roar off the
Hornet’s deck and point their noses
toward the heart of Japan.

Sweeping inland from the sea,
Lawson and his crew successfully bomb
their target from 1500-feet and head for
the safety of the Chinese main-
land. A storm forces a crash-
landing on the coast, where
friendly guerillas find the five

injured crewmen huddled in shock. A
desperate race now begins, as the
Chinese patriots carry the men inland
ahead of advancing Japanese troops.

During the pain-filled
trek, Lawson’s shattered
leg must be amputated. At
length, the crew reaches
Free China, where they
board a C-47 for the flight
back home. Reunited
with their families, Lt.
Lawson and his men are
decorated for heroism

above and beyond the
call of duty. 

MGM’s production of Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo achieved realism
unprecedented in a wartime studio pro-
duction. Nominated for two Academy

Awards, the film took
audiences aboard Law-
son’s ill-fated B-25 The
Ruptured Duck (EDI-
TOR’S NOTE: It ap-
pears NAA specially
prepared a B-25C to
portray this aircraft —
see photograph) as the
bomber roared off the
deck of the Hornet to
strike the first Ameri-
can blow of the war. 


